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DAY ONE
Overview / Introduction
The Lightroom Workflow
Managing the Image Library
Integrating Lightroom with Photoshop
The Lightroom Interface

A Quickstart Guide
Importing images and photographs
Viewing images in the Library module
Working in the Develop module
Reviewing and rating your images
Making contact sheets
Reviewing shortlists in Survey mode
Retouching a Photograph in Lightroom
Creating a Web photo gallery
Exporting 

Importing Photos
Organising Photos
Importing existing photos
Bridge as a frontend for Lightroom
Importing directly from Camera
How imported photos are organised

The Library
The library modules panel
Exploring the Library
Lightroom Previews
Working in Survey View
Refining Image Selecting
Rating Images with picks & rejects
Working with colour labels
Filtering
Grouping Photos into stacks
Removing & deleting photos

Managing Photos
Working with metadata
Keyword and keyword list panels
The Painter tool
Photo Filtering & searches
Quick collections
Synchronising folders

Working with catalogue
Creating & opening catalogues
Exporting catalogues
Importing catalogues
Catalogue/folders relationship
Adding new folders

Day One overview & discussion

DAY TWO
Develop module image editing

Image editing in Lightroom
Steps for accurate colour
Quick develop panel
The Develop module interface
Tool overlay menu
Histogram panel
Basic panel controls & procedure
White balance tool
Adjustments and histogram panel
Vibrance & saturation
Clarity slider
Correcting over or underexposed images
Tone curve zones
Combining basic & tone curve 
adjustments
Detail Panel: chromatic aberration
Vignettes panel
Camera calibration panel
Assessing your images
Image retouching tools
Easing the workflow
Saving Develop settings as presets

The Art of Black & White
Black & white conversions
Fine tuning
Split toning panel

Sharpening & noise reduction
Capture sharpen for a sharp start
Evaluate at 1:1
Luminance targeted sharpening
The Sharpening effect Sliders
The suppression controls
Noise reduction

The Photoshop connection
Opening images in Photoshop
Exporting from Lightroom

Printing
Preparing for print
The print module

Presenting your work
Slideshow module
Web module

Lightroom preferences

Conclusions & discussion

Lightroom is an image processing 
and image asset management 
program that is designed to meet the 
needs of the digital photographer.

An image database management 
system combined with a high 
quality image processor, Lightroom 
enables you to tag and catalogue 
images whether for print, the web 
or purely photographic use.

You will learn how to:

•  Work with images shot in 
raw or jp(e)g format

•  Easily import your images and sort 
them according to your workflow

•  Create and manage your libraries, 
adding ratings and metatags

•  Quickly apply adjustments 
to multiple images

•  Integrate Lightroom with Photoshop

•  Export images as digital contact 
sheets or personal portfolios

Courses are aimed at individuals, or 
2-3 people at most. The training is very 
much hands-on: you will be taking 
lots of photos and working on them.

Pre-requisites

it is recommedend participants bring 
with them their own camera and ideally 
photos and are familiar with Windows.

Courses that can be combined with 
Lightroom include:

Adobe Photoshop

Adobe Photoshop Elements

Introduction to Digital Photography

Professional DSLR Photography

Introduction – Two Days

Adobe Photoshop Lightroom


